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Bring some cheer to open plan kitchens and breakfast bars with yellow Sun Touched. This 
glowing yellow creates an instant color statement and is sure to brighten tired kitchen 
cabinets. For a refreshing and radiant look, layer with walls in peachy Flirt and finish with 
warm lighting, natural wood and crisp white tiles.

For a soft contemporary feel in living rooms, try a combination of the gentle peachy 
Flirt for walls and creamy white Kiara for doors and woodwork. Again, a great choice for 
enhancing natural light, this is also a subtle scheme, perfect for adding your own personal 
touches through furnishing and home décor.

Create a calming mood in the bedroom with an allover color scheme of Crowned One. 
Soft and grounding, this warm earthy neutral will cocoon and comfort.

To optimize natural light, why not try Fire Dance, a selected hue from our Color of the 
Year 2021 trend palette? This lively yellow-green will open up even the smallest rooms to 
create a bright and light filled space.
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Working in harmony, this month’s spring-inspired palette will transform any room in your 
home. Whether you prefer a pared-back scheme in warm whites and sun-kissed neutrals 
or a bolder all-over application in radiant yellows and greens, awaken your home with this 
delightfully cheerful scheme.

In our next article we take a look at colors to improve our wellbeing.

Color Guild look to Colour Hive, the international trend forecasting company, and publisher 
of MIX Magazine for interior decorating advice and ideas. Colour Hive has a track record 
of accurate color trend information and successful forecasts for the interior and contract 
markets worldwide. 
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Crisp, sunny mornings, birdsong and the sweet fragrance of flowers in bloom; this Crisp, sunny mornings, birdsong and the sweet fragrance of flowers in bloom; this 
month’s palette takes inspiration from the delights of spring. A sunny yellow and soft month’s palette takes inspiration from the delights of spring. A sunny yellow and soft 
yellow-green take center stage, with peaches and cream compliments and a gentle earth yellow-green take center stage, with peaches and cream compliments and a gentle earth 
tone grounding this seasonal palette of radiant hues.tone grounding this seasonal palette of radiant hues.
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